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	Windows 95 System Programming Secrets, 9781568843186 (1568843186), John Wiley & Sons, 1995
This is no mere "How do I write a Windows 95 app?" manual.   Windows 95 System Programming SECRETS reveals the hard-core   technical information you need to know in order to tap the true   power of 32-bit programming for Windows 95. Written for the programmer   who's done at least some Windows 3.x programming, this   authoritative and comprehensive insider's guide offers practical   insight into why Windows 95 works as it does. Designing applications   -- no matter the type -- will become second nature as you…
     Discover what's new in Windows 95 from a programming and architectural   point of view   Plunge into the specifics of its three core data structures   -- modules, processes, and threads -- to understand issues such   as local thread storage and structured exception handling   Get nitty-gritty details about key 16- and 32-bit data structures,   and tour the USER and GDI subsystems to see how windowing, messaging,   and graphics work in Windows 95   Dissect the Windows 95 memory architecture: memory paging,   selectors, virtual, and heap functions   Uncover the relationships among KRNL386.EXE, KERNEL32.DLL,   and VWIN32.VXD   Scrutinize Windows 95's Portable Executable formats to glean   new insight into dynamic linking, loader behavior, and memory   management       Plus, on the bonus disk included with Windows 95 System Programming   SECRETS, you get spy utilities and valuable source code, as   well as author Matt Pietrek's own special programs for spelunking   Windows 95:  

     WIN32WLK.EXE   Walk the Kernel32 Data Structures   W32SVSPY.EXE   Spy on Win32 VxD Service Calls   VAR2MAP.EXE   Build Your Own Symbol Tables   SHOWWND.EXE   View the Internals of Windows Classes   PEDUMP.EXE   Look at PE Files   FSR32.EXE   See Thunking without the Thunk Compiler
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Dns in Action: A Detailed And Practical Guide to Dns Implementation, Configuration, And AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2006
Recently, while driving to my work, I listened to radio as usual. Because of the establishment of the new EU (European Union) domain, there was an interview with a representative of one of the Internet Service Providers. For some time the interview went on, boringly similar to other common radio interviews, but suddenly the presswoman started to...

		

The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire of 1906 (Great Historic Disasters)Chelsea House Publications, 2008
At approximately 5:12 a.m. on April 18, 1906, a powerful earthquake ripped through the city of San Francisco. Roadways rose and fell like ocean waves. Crumbling walls and chimneys rained glass and bricks onto sidewalks and streets, and crowded rooming houses suddenly vanished into heaps of splintered wood. Yet San Francisco's ordeal had only begun....

		

Cornea and External Eye Disease: Corneal Allotransplantation, Allergic Disease and Trachoma (Essentials in Ophthalmology)Springer, 2008

	The second volume covers a broad range of conjunctival

	and corneal diseases, again with particular

	emphasis being placed on problem management.





	Various new surgical approaches are currently

	being evaluated in the clinical setting, an example

	of which is posterior lamellar keratoplasty in

	Fuchs endothelial...




	

Storage Network Performance AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your in-depth guide to analyzing and fine-tuning storage area network performance
Here, for the first time, is your complete resource for optimizing SAN performance and reliability in your organization. Whether you need to evaluate an existing system or design one from the ground up, this book provides a comprehensive, vendor-neutral collection...


		

Rectal Cancer Treatment (Recent Results in Cancer Research)Springer, 2005

	Rectal cancer is one of the most prevalent cancers world-wide. It is also a paradigm for multimodal management, as the combination of surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy is often necessary to achieve the optimal outcome. Recently, international experts met in Heidelberg, Germany to discuss the latest developments in the management of...


		

Improving the Test Process: Implementing Improvement and Change - A Study Guide for the ISTQB Expert Level Module (Rocky Nook Computing)Rocky Nook, 2013

	This book covers the syllabus for the Improving the Test Process module of the International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB) Expert Level exam.

	

	To obtain certification as a professional tester at the Expert Level, candidates may choose to take a course given by an ISTQB accredited training provider and then sit...
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